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Firstly, I would like to thank Pontificia Universidad Javeriana,
Fordham University, and all of the individuals who not only
made this trip possible, but who also made this experience truly
unique and touching. As I reflect on my week in Cali,
Colombia, I am quite overwhelmed with emotion. Very simply,
I  can  attest  that  in  the  past  seven  short  days,  I  have  never  felt
more welcome or blessed.
Cali, Colombia is not only filled with beautiful sites and places,
but it is filled with beautiful people who have taught me
invaluable lessons on what it means to be a healthcare
professional. The entire concept of the Medicina Narrativa:
Escritura creativa medicina demonstrates the importance of
generating whole doctors-doctors that not only know the
science, but also know their patients. Throughout the week, I
witnessed this medical narrative in action through each of the
medical students. They were energized and excited to soon
become intelligent and emphatic future physicians. It was truly
an inspiration to watch and learn from these students, and now,
new friends.
While the interactions I had with students were incredibly
invaluable, the experience that touched me especially was our
visit to the Melendez community and Ese Ladera. Originally, I
was filled with excitement as we ascended the mountain;
however, my anticipation was not meet with the positivity that I
had initially expected. After walking around the town for around
15 minutes, my group stopped to wait for the others. I looked
over  the  tops  of  many  houses  towards  the  summit  of  the
mountain. In that moment, I had never felt so many emotions at
once.
Plainly, I was bothered, troubled, and unsettled by everything
around me. I was upset at the impoverished houses, angered by
the sense of my own helplessness, and embarrassed by my
pathetic  everyday  complaints.  Yet  in  this  moment,  I  was  lucky
to  witness  the  beauty  around  me.  I  was  awed  by  the  view,
amazed by the incredible efforts of PUJ’s medical students, and
inspired to begin my journey too. At this point, I soon realized
that we are all connected not only by the human body, but also
by the human spirit. I am blessed to have such a holistic
experience -one that I know will remain with me forever.
Thank you Pontificia Universidad Javeriana for providing me
with  the  opportunity  to  write  my  medical  narrative,  to  learn
more about excellent healthcare, and to discover more about
myself and the world around me.
